Press Release

Theo Wanne Enlightened Ligature Rated #1 in the World by Renowned Saxophone Magazine

The saxophone magazine, The Sax, tested 28 saxophone ligatures from around the world. The Theo Wanne Enlightened Ligature was rated #1 in the world. The Enlightened Ligature’s state-of-the-art design allows it to resonate with the reed greater than any other ligature in history.
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The renowned saxophone journal, The Sax, tested a comprehensive set of saxophone ligatures with great precision. The ligatures were evaluated based on a number of attributes, including dynamic range, articulation and design.

The Sax review said, “The Enlightened Ligature has a very quick response, even when equipped with a heavy reed plate. I feel like I can express myself naturally. It has a wide range of dynamics and its articulation clearly responds. The design is very simple and cool looking. The feel of the reed-plate structure is wonderful. The Theo Wanne Enlightened Ligature had the best rating and was my favorite to play. “

The Enlightened Ligature is truly revolutionary. It has only three points of contact with the mouthpiece for incredible resonance, and utilizes the best pressure plate system in the world. Theo Wanne created the Enlightened Ligature to be the new reference ligature for saxophone mouthpieces.

Being the world’s premiere woodwind mouthpiece manufacturer, Theo Wanne Mouthpieces is attracting the world’s top musicians, dealers and distributors, as well as other companies looking for the highest quality OEM products.

Theo Wanne Mouthpieces has been growing over 100% year since their first products launched in 2007. The company is respected for its revolutionary products that inspire musicians. And, Theo Wanne is the eminent world expert on saxophone mouthpieces. You can learn more about Theo Wanne by watching their new company video, An Introduction to Theo Wanne Mouthpieces, or visiting their new website.

“The Theo Wanne Enlightened Ligature had the best rating and was my favorite to play. “